Relationship between tumour growth rate and carbogen-based functional MRI for a chemically induced HCC in mice.
We previously performed MRI studies of HCC (hepatocellular carcinomas) in mice showing the feasibility of measuring a carbogen effect. In the present study carbogen response of the whole tumour was compared with growth characteristics during longitudinal follow-up. HCC were chemically induced. The imaging protocol at 4.7 T comprised a fast spin-echo sequence for high-resolution screening and measurement of growth curves, and a fast gradient echo sequence allowing an entire T2*w image acquisition per respiratory cycle to perform fMRI under carbogen breathing. A new parameter, T+, the fraction of tumour voxels with increased intensity under carbogen was measured on manually defined ROIs. Twenty-two HCC were followed for 3-10 weeks. Tumours were divided into two groups, "regularly" and "irregularly" growing tumours. A linear correlation between T+ and tumour growth rate was observed only for "regularly" growing HCC. These results suggest a link between tumour growth rates and tumour fractions exhibiting signal increase upon carbogen breathing. They are compatible with observations by others that rapidly growing tumours are more hypoxic than slowly growing ones. Combined measurement of T+ and tumour growth may become a useful noninvasive follow-up approach for assessment and/or management of therapies involving vasculature-targeting and anti-proliferative drugs.